Genetic Algorithms for Graph Drawing A GA can be interpreted as a modi ed random search. As simulated annealing, it is a probabilistic method to solve hard optimization problems.
For applying the GA paradigm to graph drawing 4, 6] , a set of candidate graphs is maintained as the population. Global aesthetics and local criteria are expressed as geometric constraints, which in turn become part of the tness function (so called "energy constraints"). Each candidate graph is then evaluated and assigned a tness value. The better this value, the better chances the candidate graphs have to reproduce themselves. Minimizing the tness function equates to solving the constraints. The interactive programming tool Gold enables the user to set various operational GA parameters, The Gold Architecture The aim of Gold is to combine the potential speed of the spring-embedder paradigm with the ability of other declarative approaches to consider arbitrary geometric constraints in addition to the few global criteria employed by spring-embedders. To this end, we have developed a exible, modular architecture comprised of three components (cf. A graphical user interface (GUI) module provides for control mechanisms to steer the layout process, as well as mechanism to visually specify local constraints on the graph.
Several layout generator (LG) modules. Each LG module realizes a graph drawing strategy. In principle, arbitrary strategies conforming to a common protocol could be plugged in here. According to our goal stated above, we have implemented a random layout module to get uniform input graph layouts, a Gem-3D spring embedder module according to 2], and a genetic algorithm module. For the purpose of research an incremental constraint solver is also integrated, which solves local constraints with heuristic techniques.
A graph visualization (GV) module is based on GeomView 9], an interactive 3-D geometry viewer with the usual rotation, translation and zoom mechanisms for interactive exploration.
All modules are realized as separate processes and are exchangeable. The key features of Gold include extensibility. Layout strategies and viewer modules can be added or exchanged easily. the ability to specify constraints textually and visually. Vertices, edges and groups of these can be selected and assigned constraints. an extensible set of prede ned local constraints. perspective 3-D views with real-time interactive graph exploration, e.g. navigation, zoom, camera ights. The set of prede ned local constraints currently supported by Gold Applications Layout creation in Gold is usually performed in two distinct phases. In the rst, phase, only global constraints are active. Second, both global and local constraints are active. Then, local constraints are considered to have a higher priority than global constraints, as they are speci ed by the user, and we would like to take his constraints as a hint as to what the layout should look like. This approach allows us to factor out the rst phase and use a fast spring-embedder algorithm. This approach greatly improves the speed of the layout, as compared to the use of a genetic algorithm by itself. In comparison to the spring-embedder approach, qualitatively better results can be achieved, thus combining the speed of spring-embedders with the higher quality of drawings achievable with local constraints. Fig. 2 shows an example. The desired result is a wheel. With a 3-D spring embedder, we would not be able to achieve a plane drawing. Using the approach just outlined, this is possible by adding a few simple constraints. Conclusions Several conclusions may be drawn from our experience with the Gold framework.
It appears to be advantageous to use a spring-embedder algorithm to quickly generate drawings in less time. This is supported by measurements that indicate large speed improvements of the combined approach, as compared to genetic algorithms only. The Gold architecture is a valuable tool to explore the e ects of combining several layout strategies.
